
Chapter 13

Horn Antenna  



Horn Antenna 

•The horn is widely used as a feed element for large 

radio astronomy, satellite tracking, and 

communication dishes found installed throughout the 

world. In addition to its utility as a feed for reflectors 

and lenses.

• Its widespread applicability stems from its simplicity 

in construction, ease of excitation, versatility, large 

gain, and preferred overall performance.



Horn Antenna 

 The horn is nothing more than a hollow pipe of 
different cross sections, which has been tapered 
(flared) to a larger opening.  The type, direction, 
and amount of taper (flare) can have a profound 
effect  on the overall performance of the 
element as a radiator.

 An electromagnetic horn can take many 
different forms, four of which are

(a) E-plane                            (b) H-plane
(c) Pyramidal                         (d) Conical 



Horn Antenna 



EM waves that propagate in homogeneous 

waveguides. This will lead to the concept of 

“modes” and their classification as 

 Transverse Electric and Magnetic (TEM).

 Transverse Electric (TE) .

 Transverse Magnetic (TM). 









 This is called single mode operation and is 
most often the preferred application for 
hollow waveguides.

 On the other hand, at 15.5 GHz any 
combination of the first three of these 
modes could exist and propagate inside a 
metal.







 It can be shown that if either m=0 or

n=0 for TM modes, then E=H=0. This 
means that no TM modes with m=0 or

n=0 are allowable in a rectangular 
waveguide.

Therefore, no TM modes can propagate in an X-band rectangular waveguide 

when f < 16.156 GHz.







 The rectangular horns are ideally suited 

for rectangular waveguide feeds. When the feed 
is a cylindrical waveguide, the antenna is usually 
a conical horn.

 Why is it necessary to consider the horns 
separately instead of applying the theory of 
waveguide aperture antennas directly? It is 
because the so-called phase error occurs due to 
the difference between the lengths from the 
center of the feed to the center of the horn 
aperture and the horn edge. This makes the 
uniform-phase aperture results invalid for the 
horn apertures.





E Plane Horn



E-Plane Horn

The E-plane sectoral horn is one whose opening is 
flared in the direction of the E-field.



Aperture Phase Distribution

• It is assumed that, there exist a line source radiating 
cylindrical waves at the imaginary apex of the horn. 
As waves travel in the outward radial direction, the 
constant phase fronts are cylindrical which do not 
coincide with aperture plane.

• At any point y’ at the aperture of the horn, the phase 
of the field will not be the same as that at the origin.

• The phase difference because the wave travelled 
different distances from the apex to the aperture.

• The difference in path of travel, designated as δ(y’), 
can be obtained as follows



E-Plane View



Aperture Phase Distribution

Quadratic Distance Variation



Aperture Fields

• When δ(y’) is multiplied by the phase constant k, the result is 
a quadratic phase variation between the constant phase 
surface and the aperture plane.





 So the aperture fields become…..

Aperture Fields



Far Field Components



Radiation Equations



E Plane Φ =  



H Plane Φ = 0  



E-and H-plane patterns of an E-
plane sectoral horn





 the E-plane pattern is much narrower 
than the H-plane because of the flaring 
and larger dimensions of the horn in that 
direction.



Universal Curves



E Plane Φ =  



E Plane Φ =  

• For a given value of s, the field Eθn can be plotted
as a function of b1 / λ sinθ, as shown in the 
following figure for s = 1/64, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 
and 1.

• These plots are usually referred to as universal 
curves, because from them the normalized E-plane 
sectoral horn can be obtained. 

• Finally the value of (1+cosθ), normalized to 0 dB 
and written as 20 log10 ((1+cosθ)/2), is added to 
that number to arrive at the required field strength.





E Plane Universal Patterns for E Plane 
Sectoral Horn





Directivity



GE as a Function of B





E Plane Horn 
HPBW



E Plane Horn 
Normalized Directivity



H Plane Horn



H-Plane Horn

Flaring the dimensions of a rectangular waveguide in the direction of the H-

field.



H-Plane View





















Directivity






